Germline polymorphism of codon 727 of human thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor is associated with toxic multinodular goiter.
Toxic multinodular goiter (TMNG) represents a frequent cause of endogenous hyperthyroidism, affecting 5-15% of such patients (with higher frequencies reported in iodine-deficient areas of the world). Although mutations of human TSH receptor (hTSHR) have been described in autonomously functioning thyroid nodules (AFTN), the role of such mutations in the pathogenesis of TMNG remains unclear. To search for alterations of hTSHR in AFTN and TMNG, we performed bidirectional, dye primer automated fluorescent DNA sequencing of the entire transmembrane domain and cytoplasmic tail of hTSHR (TMD+CT-hTSHR) using DNA extracted from nodular regions of 24 patients with TMNG and 7 patients with AFTN. Eight of the 24 patients (33.3%) showed heterozygote polymorphism of codon 727 on the cytoplasmic tail of hTSHR with an amino acid substitution of aspartic acid to glutamic acid. Three of 24 (12.5%) patients with TMNG were found to carry a heterozygote mutation of codon 703, resulting in substitution of alanine with glycine. One patient had multiple heterozygote mutations including I606M (Ile to Met), A703G (Ala to Gly), Q720E (Gln to Glu), and D727E (Asp to Glu). Two patients exhibited silent polymorphism of codons 460 and 618. We found no mutation of the TMD+CT-hTSHR in 7 patients with AFTN, except for a silent polymorphism of codon 460 in 1. DNA fingerprinting of codon 727 using restriction enzyme NlaIII and genomic DNA confirmed the sequencing results in all cases, indicating that the sequence alterations were not somatic in nature. This technique was also used to examine peripheral blood genomic DNA from 52 normal individuals and 49 patients with Graves' disease; 33.3% of TMNG (P = 0.019 vs. normal subjects), 16.3% of Graves' disease patients (P = 0.10 vs. normal subjects), and 9.6% of normal individuals were heterozygous for the D727E polymorphism. Expression of the D727E hTSHR variant in eukaryotic cells (COS-7) resulted in an exaggerated cAMP response to TSH stimulation compared to that of the wild-type hTSHR. These findings indicate that a germline polymorphism of codon D727E of hTSHR is associated with TMNG, suggesting that its presence is an important predisposing genetic factor in the pathogenesis of TMNG.